Introduction
In recent years, Probabilistic Grammar has emerged as a booming research tradition at the crossroads of corpus linguistics, variationist linguistics, and theoretical linguistics. The main claim put forward in this area of research is that language is not determined by categorical hard constraints, but rather by the joint action of a multitude of probabilistic soft constraints, which are learned from input and maintained and refined by experience (e.g., Bresnan et al. 2007 ). To examine these constraints, Probabilistic Grammar performs large-scale corpus studies using the variationist methodology (e.g., Labov 1982; Tagliamonte 2012) , examining patterns of correlation between a particular alternation and features such as animacy, constituent length, definiteness, etc. (see e.g., Szmrecsanyi et al. 2016 for a recent example). The sizes, the dimensionality (does the predictor favor or disfavor a particular variant?) and the relative importance of these effects are then interpreted as constituting, on aggregate, speakers' Probabilistic Grammar of the specific alternation (Szmrecsanyi 2013) .
The Cognitive Linguistics family of linguistic theories (e.g., Lakoff 1987; Langacker 1987 Langacker , 1991 Goldberg 1995; Croft & Cruse 2004) shares many of the core assumptions of Probabilistic Grammar, for which there is a great deal of overlap between the two approaches to language. However, from the perspective of Cognitive Linguistics, one shortcoming of Probabilistic Grammar stands out. That is, the contextual features that are used to predict speakers' behavior -and, by extension, the probabilities that are obtained for them -have no independent, prior theoretical motivation relating these features to domain-general cognitive constraints or capacities (see section 2.1 on the generalization and cognitive commitments ; Lakoff 1990) . Rather, speakers' probabilistic knowledge is claimed to stem from usage, but, in reality, the features that are used to predict speakers' behavior are generally derived from the analysts' intuitions about the particular phenomenon at hand or from a large tradition of corpus-based alternation studies (see
Cognitive constraints on coding
Following connectionist models in psycholinguistics (e.g., Dell 1986) , Cognitive Linguistics proposes that language production initiates with speakers forming a highly rich conceptualization (Langacker 2008: 31-34) . As the conceptualization takes form, domain-general categorization processes compare it to the conceptual import of constructions. In most cases, this rough first pass activates multiple constructions to the degree they match the conceptualization. These start competing for further activation, while also feeding back into the way the conceptualization is structured; this is called spreading activation (e.g., Dell 1986; Langacker 2007: 421; 2008: 228-229) . Eventually, one construction reaches the highest level of activation and becomes selected to categorize the conceptualization (Langacker 2007: 421; 2008: 228-229) .
Of course, given a particular conceptualization, not all constructions will have equal probability of serving as a target for categorization. Since Cognitive Linguistics claims that speakers use domain-general cognitive abilities to retrieve constructions from the network, it seems only fair to assume that domain-general cognitive constraints will also condition the probability of activation of constructions. In this regard, three such factors have been mentioned in the Cognitive Linguistics literature (Langacker 2010: 93) : markedness of coding (Langacker 1991: 298) , statistical preemption (Goldberg 2006 (Goldberg : 94, 2011 , and structural priming (Goldberg 2006: 120-125) .
Regarding the first of these constraints, the notion of spreading activation entails that the better the conceptualization matches the conceptual import associated with the construction, the more the representation of the construction will become activated. Indeed, in morphosyntax it has been found that a "notion approximating an archetypical conception [tends to be] coded linguistically by a category taking that conception as its prototype" (Langacker 1991: 298) . For instance, most speakers of English will prefer I was hit by a car (500,000 hits on Google) over A car hit me (64,000 hits on Google). This falls out naturally from Langacker's (1991: 312) schematic definition of the notion of subject as the most conceptually prominent element of the clause, because the first alternative encodes the entity that is most likely to attract the speaker's attention (i.e., him/herself) with the grammatical function that signals it as such (i.e., as subject), leading to an optimal correspondence between conceptualization and form. In Cognitive Linguistics, this prototype effect is called markedness of coding; unmarked coding, referring to a close correspondence between form and meaning, is preferred (Langacker 1991: 298) .
A second constraint that influences a representation's level of activation is statistical preemption. This notion indicates that, when the representations of words and constructions are activated frequently together, the compositional expression becomes stored as a single node in the network; this is called entrenchment (Bybee 2001: Chapter 5) . In turn, because this entrenched expression is more detailed and can be activated faster, it is "preferentially produced over items that are licensed but are represented more abstractly, as long as the items share the same semantic and pragmatic constraints" (Goldberg 2006: 94) . This general cognitive constraint has been proposed as a way to explain why speakers do not overgeneralize from input by producing, for example, *stealer instead of thief or *goed instead of went (Goldberg 2006: Chapter 5) and, more generally, why speakers prefer to use grammatical constructions in ways they have predominantly observed them, whereas, in the absence of such experiences, they are perfectly able to accept and produce novel uses of verbs (e.g., Goldberg 2011; Robenalt & Goldberg 2015) .
Thirdly, language users tend to pick up and recycle (unintentionally and unconsciously) construction patterns they have (heard) used before, without necessarily repeating the specific words that appear in these structures (e.g., Szmrecsanyi 2008) . In the psycholinguistic literature, this tendency is called structural priming. Psycholinguistic research into structural priming has revealed that the phenomenon can be accounted for as a residual activation effect: once a particular representation has been visited, it remains more activated than others for a period of time, giving it a head start over its competitors. At the same time, structural priming also appears to be a mechanism of implicit learning, which permanently adapts the ease of activation of constructions to observed patterns of usage (e.g., Goldberg 2006: 120-125; Pickering & Ferreira 2008: 447) .
In the following sections, I will review three case studies which demonstrate that these domain-general cognitive constraints predict accurately which linguistic contexts will constrain particular morphosyntactic alternations and with what directionality. To this end, I will start by presenting a case study of existential agreement variation in Caribbean Spanish (Claes 2014a (Claes , b, c, 2016 . Then, in section 4, I will show that the same theoretical model makes the same accurate predictions for existential agreement variation in British English (Claes & Johnson under review) . To show that the model generalizes from agreement variation to other types of morphosyntactic alternations, I will present a third case study of subject personal pronoun expression in Cuban Spanish (Claes under review) .
Case study I: Existential agreement in Caribbean Spanish

The phenomenon
In standard Spanish, the existential construction is a subjectless, impersonal structure formed with the verb haber. This implies that the np that appears in this type of sentences is a direct object rather than a subject (as is shown by its accusative pronominalization in example (1)), for which verb agreement does not occur with plural nps (see example (2)).
( However, in all informal varieties of Peninsular (Blas-Arroyo 1995 Pato 2016; Claes 2017a, b) , Canarian (Pérez-Martín 2004) , and Latin American Spanish (Vaquero 1996; D'Aquino-Ruiz 2008) , speakers variably establish agreement with the np (as in example (3)).
(3) (SD04M22/RD437) De seguro, no había televisión y, e, no habían computadores. surely neg there was television and er neg there were.pl computers 'Surely, there was no television and, er, there weren't computers.'
Earlier investigation of this phenomenon in speech communities worldwide has revealed that agreement with plural nps occurs more frequently with human-reference nps, in the imperfect tense, and in the absence of negation. Similarly, the agreement variation has been shown to covary with language-external features such as gender, socioeconomic class and education. Based on these patterns, it has been argued that, at least in Latin American Spanish, the phenomenon constitutes an ongoing change from below geared towards the agreeing forms (D'Aquino-Ruiz 2008; Claes 2014a Claes , b, c, 2015 . Let us now consider how a Cognitive Sociolinguistics perspective on this phenomenon may increase our understanding of it.
Cognitive Constraints at work
Adopting Cognitive Construction Grammar, in earlier work (Claes 2014a (Claes , b, c, 2015 I proposed that the variation between agreeing and non-agreeing haber can be conceived of as a competition between two abstract argument-structure constructions. On the one hand, we have the normative construction, which does not have agreement: <AdvP haber Obj>. On the other, we have the variant with a subject, which displays agreement: < AdvP haber Subj>. Both of these can be considered as nearly synonymous alternatives, except for two conceptual-semantic nuances. Firstly, since Cognitive Linguistics considers that "the grammatical behavior used to identify subject and object do not serve to characterize these notions but are merely symptomatic of their conceptual import" (Langacker 2008: 364) , the variant with a subject can be hypothesized to grant more conceptual and formal prominence to the np, as this is the primary function of subjecthood (Langacker 1991: 294) . Secondly, earlier research supports that the social and the stylistic value of the two alternatives is not at all identical. Unfortunately, space limitations impede addressing these aspects of the variation; instead 1 All Spanish examples were drawn from Claes (2012) , a corpus of sociolinguistic interviews that was recorded in Havana, Santo Domingo, and San Juan in March -June 2011. See Claes (2016: Chapter 5) for discussion on the methods that were used in collecting and transcribing the interview data. The codes at the end of the examples represent the following information:
• LH: The token was drawn from the the reader is referred to Claes (2014a Claes ( , b, c, 2015 Claes ( , 2016 where these matters are given their due consideration. Assuming that <AdvP haber Obj> and <AdvP haber Subj> compete for more or less the same functional space, the cognitive constraints introduced in the previous section can be used to make the following predictions about the Probabilistic Grammar of pluralized haber.
•
Markedness of coding
Cognitively more prominent entities will be encoded more frequently as subject, triggering the use of <AdvP haber Subj>.
• Statistical preemption
If a particular third-person singular tense form of haber occurs primarily in <AdvP haber Obj> construction, occurring only sporadically outside of this construction, then this verb tense will disfavor <AdvP haber Subj>, provided that the conceptual import can be encoded with an entrenched instance of the first construction (i.e., provided that it does not call for aspectual or modal auxiliaries).
Structural priming
If a speaker has just used or processed <AdvP haber Subj> she will be more likely to use <AdvP haber Subj> in the following variable context, provided this context occurs within a fairly narrow time window.
Of course, these predictions remain rather abstract, but with additional theoretical support from Cognitive Linguistics, they may be made concrete and specific enough as to be coded into contextual features. This is especially true for the prediction that refers to markedness of coding, which remains relatively vacuous without a clear definition of what it means for a np argument to be cognitively prominent. The Cognitive Linguistics literature defines cognitive prominence in relation to the speaker's center of attention: clausal participants on which she has her attention focused are said to be prominent (Langacker 1991: Chapter 7) . In turn, Myachykov & Tomlin (2015) show that agents tend to attract more attention than any other type of clausal participants. Therefore, to operationalize markedness of coding, semantic role would be a good candidate.
Nevertheless, the np of existential expressions cannot be agentive, as the construction presents it as merely being present in a static situation. Still, as argued in earlier work (e.g., Claes 2014a), it is inarguably the case that some entities (say, a lumberjack) are intrinsically more likely than others (say, a tree) to play the agentive role in events. Therefore, with constructions such as existential haber, all things being equal, entities like lumberjack may be perceived as more potential agents than entities like tree, for which the former will be relatively more prominent than the latter.
In Cognitive Linguistics, the semantic roles agent and patient are defined in relation to what Langacker (1991: 283-285) calls the canonical event model or the action-chain model: the head initiates physical activity, resulting "through physical contact, in the transfer of energy to an external object" (Langacker 1991: 285) and an internal change of state of that entity, the tail of the chain. The semantic roles of agent and patient, in turn, are defined as, respectively, action-chain head, and action-chain tail. Additionally, events take place in a particular setting, such that the event model minimally includes three elements: action-chain head/agent, action-chain tail/patient, and setting. To classify nouns according to these categories, I relied on the question in (4). Another linguistic feature that correlates closely with speaker's selective attention is definiteness and specificity (Langacker 1991: Chapter 7) . However, because of the discourse function of existential/presentational expressions -which serve to present unknown entities to the hearer (Lakoff 1987 : Case Study 3) -the nps of affirmative existential expressions can only refer to specific indefinite referents (Prince 1992) . However, when we negate the existence of a specific entity with an utterance such as There are no bears in Puerto Rico, we suspend the reference of the np bears (Keenan 1976: 318) and a generic expression emerges, which can be paraphrased as "the category bears does not exist in Puerto Rico". In other words, under negative polarity, the np becomes "identifiable only as a type, not as a specific instance or token" (Croft 2003: 132) , for which it will be less likely to attract the speaker's attention (Langacker 1991: 308) . Therefore, markedness of coding was operationalized further by coding for polarity. Let us turn now to statistical preemption. Operationalizing this constraint requires some metric that expresses the relative degree of entrenchment of the different tense forms of haber in <AdvP haber Obj>. For this case study, I will rely on ∆P (delta-P), a measure derived from associative learning theory (e.g., Ellis & Ferreira-Junior 2009 ). Applied to Spanish existential agreement variation, this metric expresses the probability of observing a third-person singular form of haber in the presence of <AdvP haber Obj> minus the probability of observing this form in the absence of that construction. To establish these probabilities, for each form of the verb, I calculated the frequency scores described schematically in Table 1 .
With a two-by-two collocations table like Table 1 , ∆P may be calculated with the following formula:
Of course, for this measure to be meaningful, it must be based on frequency counts derived from a large corpus that contains samples of multiple registers of both spoken and written language. Therefore, I turn to the twentieth-century section of the Corpus del español (20 million words; Davies 2002-) as an ancillary data source. The resulting ∆P scores are presented in Figure 1 . These data suggest that present-tense hay 2 and preterit-tense hubo rarely occur outside of <AdvP haber Obj>, whereas all other forms are either neutral with respect to their preference for occurring in or outside this construction or, in the case of imperfect había, display a marked preference for occurring outside of this construction. Also, the ∆P scores support that hay and hubo are more than twice as deeply entrenched in <AdvP haber Obj> as any other form of the verb. Therefore, the specific prediction that follows from statistical preemption is that the present and the preterit tense will disfavor <AdvP haber Subj>, unless encoding the conceptualization requires aspectual or modal auxiliaries, which would bypass the entrenched instances of <AdvP hay Obj> or <AdvP hubo Obj>. For this reason, statistical preemption was operationalized as: present and preterit tense without aspectual/modal auxiliaries vs. all others.
Finally, as for structural priming, the data were coded for the type of last token that was uttered by the interviewer (comprehension-to-production priming) and the participant (production-to-production priming) and the number of conjugated verbs that occur between these tokens and the case at hand. Since the initial results displayed long-lasting priming effects independent of lexical repetition, structural priming was operationalized as follows: first occurrence/distance 20+ clauses, primed with <AdvP haber Subj>, and primed with <AdvP haber Obj>.
Data and methods
To test how these operationalized cognitive constraints impact the competition between <AdvP haber Obj> and <AdvP haber Subj> I analyze a collection of 3 × 24 recording sessions with native-speaker residents of Havana (Cuba), Santo Domingo (the Dominican Republic), and San Juan (Puerto Rico), comprising some 78 hours of speech (Claes 2012) . The data are stratified by age (21-35 years vs. 55+ years), education (no university degree vs. university degree), gender (female vs. male), and data elicitation method (interview, sentence completion task in story, and sentence completion task in questionnaire).
After transcription, all cases of presentational haber followed by a plural np were manually selected from the transcripts and coded for the predictors described in the previous section. This yielded a database of 5,589 eligible tokens, which was explored with by-city parallel mixed-effects logistic regression analyses using the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2016) for R (R Core Team 2016). In these analyses, the tokens of presentational haber were grouped together according to the speakers and the nouns that appear in the token.
Model selection was informed by second-order Akaike Information Criterion (AICc in the MuMIn R package; Bartón 2015) , which is a sample-size-adjusted measure that expresses how useful the information provided by the candidate model is for predicting plural agreement (Burnham & Anderson 2002: 66) . To select a parsimonious model, I started out with full models including the random intercepts, the demographic information recorded by the corpus, as well as all the predictors described in the previous section. Then, I ran and evaluated candidate models for all possible subsets of these fixed effects, using the pdredge function of the MuMIn package. The output of this model selection procedure is a list of candidate models ordered by their aic c score. The model with the lowest aic c value was selected as the starting point in the posterior model fitting process. To evaluate whether interactions and random slopes improved the model fit, those were added one at a time. If the addition of an interaction or slope lowered the aic c value of the model, it was included in the final model, provided the candidate model converged and did not overfit the data (evaluated with confidence intervals based on 1,000 bootstrap repetitions with the confint function of the lme4 package). For the Santo Domingo and the San Juan data, adding interactions did not result in better fits. For Havana, an interaction between tense and data collection method was detected. By-speaker random slopes for typical action-chain position improved the fits of the Cuban and the Dominican models, as did a by-speaker random slope for tense for the Puerto Rican model. By-noun random slopes did not converge, which is probably due to the Zipfian distribution of nouns in naturalistic discourse.
Results
When it comes to markedness of coding, the regression results in Tables 2-4 show that speakers of all three Caribbean varieties of Spanish are more likely to use plural presentational haber when the np refers to an entity that can easily be imagined as the starting point of a series of events, such as alumnos 'students' in example (6). The magnitude of this effect also appears to be more or less the same for the three varieties.
(6) (LH10M22/LH1261) habían por lo menos veinte y pico, treinta alumnos there were.pl at least twenty-some thirty students 'there were at least twenty-some, thirty students'.
In contrast, polarity did not contribute useful information for modeling the variation in Dominican Spanish, whereas speakers of Cuban and Puerto Rican Spanish disfavor plural agreement under negative polarity with a similar effect size. When an alternative regression model is fitted to the Dominican data, the same directionality of effect is obtained for polarity. Yet, as is shown by Figure 2 , which plots the effect of polarity on the Log Odds of plural agreement, the effect size of this predictor is minimal for this variety (0.091 Log Odds). These results support that markedness of coding conditions existential agreement variation.
Turning now to statistical preemption, Tables 2-4 show that speakers of Cuban, Dominican and Puerto Rican Spanish are much less likely to use plural presentational haber for the present and the preterit tense, whereas they favor agreement for all other tenses. This suggests that the entrenched instances <AdvP hay Obj> or <AdvP hubo Obj> block the use of the more abstract pattern <AdvP haber Subj>. Further evidence for this claim can be found when we compare the distribution of present-and preterit-tense existentials that involve aspectual or modal auxiliaries (see example (7)) with those that do not.
(7)
(SD20H12/RD2706) Pueden haber expresiones que, que tengan una acepción diferente there-can-be.pl expressions that that may-have a different meaning 'There can be expressions that, that may have a different meaning.' 3 Besides the predictors that appear in this table, the regression model also includes education, data collection method and a data collection method × tense interaction. Space restrictions inhibit us from discussing these results. The reader is kindly referred to Claes (2016: Chapter 8) for a discussion of the social covariates of haber pluralization in Cuban Spanish. In computing the models the bobyqa optimizer for glmer was used. This is represented in Figure 3 , which shows that across the board, plural agreement is much more frequent when such additional constructions are present. As a matter of fact, the rate of plural agreement that is observed with aspectual and modal auxiliaries is virtually identical to the one that is documented for any other tense. This seems to confirm that the entrenched instances of <AdvP hay Obj> and <AdvP hubo Obj> only preempt the use of the more abstract construction <AdvP haber Subj> when both could encode the conceptualization equally well, as is predicted by statistical preemption.
4
Turning now to structural priming, Tables 2-4 support that once speakers have used a particular variant of the presentational construction with haber, they are much more likely to use the same constructional alternative in the following variable context, provided this context occurs within a fairly narrow time window. A similar, but smaller effect is observed for comprehension-to-production priming.
5 Finally, the model summaries at the bottom of Tables 1-3 support that the models that were presented in this section perform highly accurately at modeling speakers' behavior for the three speech communities. For each, a C-index in the high eighties is observed, suggesting excellent discriminative ability (Hosmer & Lemeshow 2000: 162) . Also, the models capture more than 50% of the variability that is observed in the three datasets, as is shown by the Nakagawa & Schielzeth (2013) conditional pseudo-R 2 values.
5 Besides the predictors that appear in this table, the regression model also includes gender and education. Space restrictions inhibit us from discussing these results. The reader is kindly referred to Claes (2016: Chapter 8) for a discussion of the social covariates of haber pluralization in Puerto Rican Spanish. In computing the models the bobyqa optimizer for glmer was used. 
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Discussion
In this first case study, robust priming effects were uncovered from production to production and from comprehension to production. Since priming effects without lexical repetition are generally accepted as evidence that expressions depend on shared cognitive representations (e.g., Goldberg 2006: 120-125) , this supports that haber pluralization involves a competition between two distinct presentational haber constructions. Also, because highly similar tendencies were uncovered for the independent variables, which pattern as predicted by the hypotheses, the results of the first case study are highly favorable to the view that probabilistic patterns in language (variation) reflect domain-general cognitive constraints on language production: markedness of coding, statistical preemption, and structural priming. However, the promising results of this section were obtained for closely related varieties, for which they do not provide the necessary evidence to support such a far-reaching claim. If existential agreement variation and morphosyntactic variation generally is indeed governed by these domain-general cognitive constraints, similar if not identical patterns should be found for a related phenomenon in another language. This will be the topic of the second case study. 
Case study II: Existential agreement variation in British English
To test whether the model of (existential agreement) variation described in section 2 generalizes from the original case study for which it was developed to other types of alternations, Claes & Johnson (under review) contrast the patterns of existential agreement variation in British English with the data presented in the previous section.
The phenomenon
Whereas the Spanish presentational construction is a non-agreeing structure that displays variable agreement, English existential there to be is an agreeing construction that shows variable non-agreement in the present and the past tense, as is shown in examples (8) and (9).
(8)
There are foxes alive and well in Bristol (BNC, JNB, PS4C6, 582).
(9)
There is and there was cairns where they used to rest the, the coffin (BNC, FXP, PS238, 31) Research into this phenomenon typically finds some effects of polarity, tense, contractedness, determiner type, and the distance between the form of to be and the noun (e.g., Tagliamonte & Baayen 2012) . For the first of these constraints, polarity, location-specific patterns have been found. For instance, Tagliamonte (1998) indicates that the presence of sentence negation disfavors the absence of agreement. This is also the effect that is generally documented in the U.S. (Tagliamonte & Baayen 2012) , but in New Zealand English polarity does not seem to constrain the variation (Hay & Schreier 2004) . In turn, for tense, contractedness, and distance, similar results have been documented in English worldwide: the present tense, the full forms of to be, and shorter distances between to be and its noun favor agreement over its absence (e.g., Hay & Schreier 2004; Crawford 2005; Tagliamonte & Baayen 2012) . As for the language-external covariates of this alternation, research supports that non-agreement is more common in informal registers and appears to correspond to an ongoing change towards non-agreement ( Tagliamonte & Baayen 2012) . Let us now consider how the cognitive constraints described above allow us to construct a predictive, probabilistic model of existential agreement variation in English.
The cognitive constraints at work
As was the case for existential haber, both agreeing and non-agreeing there be can be considered to fulfill the same function in discourse. For agreeing there be, we can hypothesize that the construction treats the postverbal nominal as a subject and there as a grammaticalized adverbial, similar to y in French il y a, hi in Catalan hi ha, or ci in Italian ci'è. Schematically, this would yield the following structure: <There be Subj>. In turn, the variant without agreement can be conceptualized as treating There as an impersonal subject (similar to it in it's a dog or it's raining), and the nominal as a complement to that impersonal subject (<There.Imp-Subj be Comp>).
Assuming this competition, we can propose that markedness of coding and structural priming will have exactly the same effects in British English as in Caribbean Spanish. 6 The English examples were drawn from the British National Corpus (British National Corpus Consortium 2007). The codes should be interpreted as follows:
• BNC: British National Corpus That is, markedness of coding predicts that more prominent nps (in terms of polarity and typical action-chain position) will tend to be encoded as subject, favoring the <There be Subj> construction. Also, as was the case for presentational haber, structural priming leads to the expectation that speakers will tend to use this variant more often in contexts following an agreeing there to be sentence. As for statistical preemption, applying the ∆P metric to frequency data culled from the full British National Corpus (British National Corpus Consortium 2007) yields the estimates provided in Figure 4 . These data show that, whereas are is strongly attracted to the agreeing presentational construction, were is not. Therefore, the prediction that follows from statistical preemption is that the past tense will disfavor agreement, while the present will favor it.
Data and methods
The English there is/are/was/were data were culled from the 10. , which act as formulaic sequences that have grown to be largely independent from other cases of there be. Applying these filters resulted in a total of 1,932 tokens, to which the same analytical procedures were applied as those described in section 3.3.
Results
For markedness of coding Table 5 shows that, contrary to the data that were obtained for Caribbean Spanish, typical action-chain position did not turn out to be a relevant predictor for British English. Indeed, an alternative model that includes this predictor estimates the size of the effect to be only 0.073 Log Odds. Still, as Figure 5 shows, the directionality of the effect remains identical with respect to Caribbean Spanish, as typical action-chain heads favor agreement. Turning now to the effects of polarity, Table 5 shows that, as was the case in Caribbean Spanish, speakers of British English establish agreement more often with there to be when the clause has positive polarity, whereas they are more inclined to use a non-agreeing existential when negation is present. 7 7 Also included in the final model: domain/register. In the spoken British National Corpus, as is observed throughout the Anglophone world, agreeing there be appears to be more common in formal language, whereas non-agreeing there be is more common in informal language (Tagliamonte & Baayen 2012 When it comes to statistical preemption, Table 5 indicates that speakers are far more likely to use the <There be Subj> construction in the present tense (at least when contracted cases are not taken into account), whereas they are more likely to use <There. imp-subj be Comp> for the past tense. Since Figure 4 indicates that the present tense is far more entrenched in the agreeing existential construction, this supports that speakers use the entrenched instance <There are Subj> whenever they see the chance, as statistical preemption would predict.
Regarding structural priming, Table 5 shows that speakers are more likely to use <There be Subj> when they have just used an instance of this construction. Unfortunately, the British National Corpus data do not allow exploring comprehension-to-production priming, as only 40 examples occurred within a twenty-clause window after another speaker included in the corpus had used an existential expression.
Finally, as was the case for Caribbean Spanish, the model summary at the bottom of Table 5 indicates that the model has outstanding discriminative ability (C > 0.90; Hosmer & Lemeshow 2000: 162) . Also, the conditional pseudo-R 2 value indicates that the predictors capture more than 50% of the variability. Both of these metrics suggest that the model taps into the constraints to which speakers are sensitive.
Discussion
The second case study has revealed that existential agreement variation in both Caribbean Spanish and British English is sensitive to the same contextual features, which constrain the variation with the same directionalities of effects. Despites these qualitative similarities, a considerable quantitative difference was documented between the effect sizes that are found in the two languages for typical action-chain position. This difference may relate to the fact that in Spanish the contrast between the competing constructions is one of object versus subject, which are maximally distinct grammatical functions (Langacker 1991: Chapter 7) . In turn, in English, the alternation involves a contrast between subject and complement, which are conceptually and formally distinct grammatical functions, but not exactly each other's opposites. Therefore, it is partially predictable that markedness of coding may have stronger effects in Spanish than in English.
In any case, the qualitative correspondences that were uncovered in these first two case studies between the Probabilistic Grammars of existential agreement variation in three varieties of Spanish and in British English are too striking to be coincidental. Because these correspondences extend across two distinct languages and multiple speech communities, it is problematic to claim that the similarities in the behavior of speakers simply emerge from their similar experiences with language. Rather, they contribute strong support for the claim that (existential agreement) variation is constrained by the domain-general cognitive constraints on spreading activation that were sketched in section 2. Let us now consider whether this model can withstand the test of being applied to a totally different type of alternation. This will be the topic of the third and final case study.
Case study III: Subject personal pronoun expression in Spanish
The previous two case studies have shown that the model of morphosyntactic variation that was outlined in section 2 can account for the patterns of existential agreement variation in English and Spanish. In this case study, we will move beyond this type of alternations, in an attempt to evaluate whether the model generalizes to morphosyntactic variation at large. To this end, I will perform a case study of Spanish subject pronoun expression (spe) in Cuban Spanish (Claes under review).
The phenomenon
It is a well-known property of Spanish to be a so-called pro-drop language. This means that the rich verb morphology allows speakers not only to signal tense, aspect, and mood, but also person and number. As a result, the expression of pronominal subjects is optional, as is shown in examples (10) and (11). (10) (LH01M22/16-17) también conozco, de cierta manera, conozco a las personas as well know.1-sg in a way know.1-sg the people 'I also know, in a way, I know the people'. (11) (LH01M22/258) No era, no, no fue porque yo la escogí. neg was neg neg was because I it.acc picked 'It wasn't, it, it wasn't because I picked it.' This is a phenomenon of which the Probabilistic Grammar is generally assumed to be very well understood; Bayley et al. (2013: 22) even label it as a showcase variable of variationist sociolinguistics. Indeed, Carvalho et al. (2015: 13) present the case of Spanish spe as an example that "lends support to the notion that structured linguistic variation is an intrinsic part of speakers' grammatical knowledge". In both cases, the optimism stems from the fact that studies typically find a highly consistent, recurring pattern of contextual conditioning, with spe being favored by first-and second-person singular subjects, non-generic subjects, potentially ambiguous verb tenses, priming, stative (e.g., estar 'to be located') and cognitive (e.g., creer 'to think') verbs, independent main clauses, and changes in the reference of the subject with respect to the subject of the previous clause.
While it is true that these predictors produce highly similar results for most monolingual and bilingual communities considered to date (see e.g., Flores-Ferrán 2007 and Carvalho et al. 2015 for overviews), recent work suggests that they model only a small portion of the variability. For example, Otheguy & Zentella (2012) report that their models capture some 18% of the variance (R 2 = 0.18). In part, this may be due to Zipfian biases and the skewing caused by high-frequency pronoun-verb collocations, which have only recently begun to attract the attention of researchers working on spe (e.g., Travis & Torres-Cacoullos 2012; Orozco 2015; Posio 2015) . Also, earlier work has not reached a consensus on how to explain the effects of these predictors, which is mostly due to the fact that the common denominator of the results does not support any analysis completely (Travis 2007) . Let us now investigate whether the cognitive constraints model could bring a change to this.
The cognitive constraints at work
A first issue that needs to be addressed is how to portray SPE. In this regard, Travis & Torres-Cacoullos (2012) propose that the variation between the presence and the absence of subject personal pronouns (spps) involves the variable realization of the spp in an invariant <(spp) Verb> construction. However, this view presupposes that the default alternative is the presence of a spp, and that the deviation that only occurs under certain discourse conditions (cf. Goldberg 2005) is its absence. This is not at all compatible with the pro-drop nature of Spanish, where the default alternative is the absence of pronominal subjects.
Therefore, this case study proposes a competition between two distinct constructions: <Verb> and <spp Verb>. Both of these constructions can be assumed to do the same referential work, but, as was the case for agreement variation, they can be assumed to be minimally distinct in relation to their social and stylistic meaning and when it comes to the relative prominence they attribute to their subjects. That is, since the <spp Verb> construction encodes the subject explicitly through a pronoun, it can be assumed that this construction grants somewhat more prominence to this constituent.
When we apply markedness of coding, statistical preemption, and structural priming to this working hypothesis, we obtain a series of detailed predictions about the absence/presence of SPPs in discourse:
• Markedness of coding <spp Verb> will be favored with conceptually more prominent subjects.
• Statistical preemption
The strongest mental representations of verb forms can be ranked on a continuum ranging from <spp Verb>-based collocation to <Verb>-based collocation. Towards the extremes of the continuum, markedness of coding and structural priming will only make a minor contribution to explaining the variation, as speakers will generally favor the collocation.
• Structural priming
Producing/processing <spp Verb> or <Verb> will incite speakers to use the same construction in the following variable context, regardless of variations in grammatical person and number, tense-aspect-mood, and verb, provided this second context falls within a fairly narrow time window after the first.
As for the earlier two case studies, these somewhat abstract predictions need to be operationalized before they can be tested on corpus data. To this end, we can again turn to Cognitive Linguistics. When it comes to markedness of coding, it was already mentioned above that Cognitive Linguistics assumes that cognitive prominence coincides rather closely with speakers' center of attention. In this regard, Langacker (1991: Chapter 7) argues that speakers are mostly concerned with themselves and their interlocutors, whereas they are less likely to focus attention on others. Therefore, I coded the data for the empathy hierarchy (speaker > hearer > other ; Langacker 1991: 305) . For this variable, markedness of coding predicts that referents that refer to the hearer and the speaker are more likely to be encoded as SPPs than other referents. Additionally, since speakers are more likely to focus attention on highly agentive participants (Myachykov & Tomlin 2015) , I also coded for Lakoff's (1977) agentivity features volitionality and referentiality; other features (e.g., responsibility, control) were not withheld as these proved to be either nearly impossible to code consistently or to collide with others. For volitionality and referentiality, markedness of coding predicts that subjects that are explicitly portrayed as volitional in the event and subjects that refer to concrete referents will more likely be encoded with <spp Verb>. Additionally, the literature suggests that highly transitive clauses (e.g., John hit Pat) foreground the event (Hopper & Thompson 1980: 253; Lakoff 1977: 244) , for which markedness of coding predicts spe to be less frequent with this type (cf. Posio 2011). To test this prediction, I coded for the transitivity features proposed by Hopper & Thomson (1980) that are most closely related to the event (aspect, kinesis, and individuation of the object, coded here as animacy; punctuality was discarded, as it collides with kinesis).
8 Finally, on a discourse level, newly introduced referents can be hypothesized to attract relatively more attention (and, hence, to be expressed more frequently with <spp Verb>) than well-established, continuous topics. Therefore, as other investigations of spe in Spanish (e.g., Bayley et al. 2013; Otheguy & Zentella 2012; Shin 2014) , I also coded for the referential continuity of the subject, as well as the distance (in number of conjugated verbs) between coreferential subjects. Hypothesis 2 claims that with certain verb forms speakers will preferentially use either a <Verb>-based or a < spp Verb>-based collocation. Therefore, to test the effects of statistical preemption, I performed distinctive collexeme analyses (e.g., Stefanowitsch & Gries 2005) on frequency data culled from the 20-million 20 th century section of Corpus del español (Davies 2002-) . Applied to spe, this type of analysis consists in calculating the positive/negative base-ten logarithm of a p-value obtained with a Fisher-Yates Exact test for Table 6 , depending on whether or not the observed frequency of Cell A exceeds its expected frequency. The further the resulting collostruction strength deviates from zero, the stronger the association between the verb form and either <spp Verb> (positive strengths) or <Verb> (negative strengths; Levshina 2015: 232, 242-243) .
Finally, to test for priming effects, the tokens were coded for the type of last variant that was used by the speaker (production-to-production priming) and the hearer ( comprehension-to-production priming), the distance between the primes and the targets, and whether or not the speaker repeated the exact same verb form. Since clauses with human reference subjects tend to occur in clusters, the maximum distance for priming effects was set to five clauses. Also, although lexical repetition increased the magnitudes of the priming effects -a recurrent finding in structural priming research (Pickering & Ferreira 2008 ) -the levels were collapsed into broader categories, as we are currently only interested in establishing whether or not spe can be primed.
Data and methods
The data for this case study were culled from the interview sections of the Havana subsection of Claes (2012) . The interviews were part-of-speech tagged with the Stanford POS Tagger (Toutanova et al. 2003) to allow for the semi-automatic extraction and annotation of conjugated verbs. Subsequently, all pronominal and non-overt human-reference subjects were filtered out and annotated semi-manually for semantic and formal predictors.
To be eligible, verbs had to occur in contexts where both subject pronouns and verbal markings alone could occur. Following Otheguy & Zentalla (2012) and Otheguy et al. (2007) , this implied that verbs with impersonal and inanimate subjects were not considered as instances of the variable (e.g., metereological verbs such as llueve 'it rains'; existentials with haber e.g., hay cosas 'there are things' and hacer e.g., hace años 'years ago', as well as se-passives e.g., se pide ayuda 'help is requested'). Verbs that occurred with a lexical subject (e.g., Marta pide ayuda 'Martha requests help') or in a subject-headed relative (El que con cojos anda 'He who walks with cripples') were not included as instances of the variable either. In turn, contrastive contexts, which have been excluded from some earlier studies of subject pronoun expression, were included in the corpus provided the pronoun was not the focus of contrast (Matos-Amaral & Schwenter 2005) . Also, following Otheguy & Zentella (2012) , verb forms accompanied by a topicalized spp (e.g., Yo lo que Ø quiero es 'I what [I] want is') were coded as bare verbs, as it would have been possible to insert a pronoun directly before the verb (e.g., Yo lo que yo quiero es 'I what I want'). However, the approach of this paper diverges from Otheguy & Zentella's (2012: 234-235) in not excluding verb forms that occur in highly fixed set phrases (e.g., no sé 'dunno', qué sé yo 'what do I know', tú sabes 'you know', etc.), because the existence of such highly fixed formulaic sequences and their idiosyncratic behavior is of interest to hypothesis 2.
To examine the effects of the cognitive constraints, a mixed-effects logistic regression analysis was performed with the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2016) in R. Since hypothesis 2 claims that the overall entrenchment of tokens in <Verb> or <spp Verb> will modulate the effects of all other predictors, tokens were grouped together by the conjugated verb forms they instantiate. The tokens were also grouped together by speaker.
Results
Regarding markedness of coding, Table 7 shows that speakers use <spp Verb> more often when talking about themselves or their interlocutor and much less frequently when referring to human referents that are not present in the interview context, such as the speaker and his childhood friends in example (12). These results reflect the empathy hierarchy (Speaker > Hearer > Other).
(12) (LH05M21/12) A la playa íbamos también solos. to the beach went.1-pl also alone 'To the beach we also went alone.' Additionally, the data reveal that speakers are more likely to use <spp Verb> for subjects that are perceived as volitional in the context of the event encoded by the clause and for subjects that refer to specific entities. Both of these properties are illustrated in example (13). (13) (LH05M21/131) No, yo no me meto allí a casa de nadie. neg I neg myself put over there in the house of noone 'No, I don't go over to other people's houses over there.'
In turn, the results for aspect and kinesis reveal that speakers disfavor <spp Verb> in clauses with continuous or perfective aspect, as in example (14), or in clauses that refer to energetic events, as in example (15), as Posio (2011) In addition, Table 7 reveals that speakers are less likely to use <spp Verb> when an animate object is present in the clause (see example (16)). In turn, when no object is present in the clause or when the object has inanimate reference, speakers are more inclined to use <spp Verb>.
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(16) (LH23H21/637) que cogieron a mi amigo when caught.3-pl my friend 'when they caught my friend'
These data support that features of lower transitivity (the absence of an object or non-individuated/inanimate objects, imperfective aspect, verbs that refer to non-energetic events; Hopper & Thompson 1980) favor <spp Verb>, whereas features typical of higher transitivity favor <Verb> (Posio 2011 ). This pattern is highly favorable to the view that speakers prefer <Verb> when relatively more attention is focused on the event, whereas they prefer <spp Verb> when relatively more attention is focused on the subject, as hypothesis 1 predicts.
Regarding the discourse-oriented prominence of the subject, preliminary analyses revealed that a three-way factorized version of referential distance (referent occurs in adjacent clause, referent occurs in non-adjacent clause, new) provided a much better fit than the continuous variable, which has a highly skewed distribution. However, this factorized version collides with referential continuity, as subjects that form a reference chain with the subject of the previous clause also appear in that clause. Therefore, these two predictors were collapsed into one regressor. As in earlier work on SPE, the results reveal that subjects that imply a switch in reference with regard to the subject of the previous clause are more likely to be expressed with <spp Verb> than subjects that continue to refer to the same entity. However, this tendency is severely mitigated by referential distance. That is, when there is a switch in reference, speakers slightly favor <Verb> when the switch occurs across adjacent clauses. In contrast, when they switch to a referent that has not appeared in prior discourse or to a referent that was mentioned further away in discourse, they favor <spp Verb>. These results support that discursively prominent referents are more likely to be encoded with <spp Verb>, as hypothesis 1 predicts. 9 Besides the predictors described here, the model also includes speakers' gender and age. The reader is kindly referred to Claes (under review) where these predictors are given their due consideration. In computing the model the bobyqa optimizer for glmer was used. With regard to hypothesis 2, the results for collostruction strength reveal that speakers become gradually more likely to use <spp Verb> as the collostruction strength of the verb token rises. In other words, the data support that, when confronted with the choice between <Verb> and <spp Verb>, speakers draw on their past experience with language and use the construction alternative they have witnessed most consistently with a particular verb form. This is exactly the pattern one would expect in the light of statistical preemption. In addition, Table 7 also shows that when one or more words are inserted between the verb and the SPP site, the use of <spp Verb> becomes less likely with each element that is inserted. Since the presence of such elements inhibits the use of a prefabricated <spp Verb> expression, these results add further support to hypothesis 2 and the more general claim that statistical preemption constrains spp variation.
When it comes to the effects of structural priming, as in earlier research of spe (e.g., Otheguy & Zentella 2012; Shin 2014) , <spp Verb> is preferred whenever speakers have just used or processed a case of this construction and vice versa. Whenever they have not been exposed to any of the alternatives, they are less likely to use the <spp Verb> construction, in line with the overall tendency in Spanish to omit subject pronouns.
Finally, the model summary at the bottom of Table 7 shows that the predictors have excellent discriminative ability, suggesting the model represents speakers' choice making very adequately. However, the conditional R-squared value suggests that the model represents only some 40% of the variance. While this is substantially less than the amount of variance that was accounted for in the previous two case studies (0.54-0.62), it doubles the R-squared that is reported in other studies of spe (e.g., Otheguy & Zentella 2012; Shin 2014) .
Discussion
The data reported in this case study support that speakers are more likely to use <spp Verb> with subjects that are more likely to attract their attention at the level of the clause or in discourse. The results also suggest that speakers' experience with the tokenlevel preference of verb forms for one construction or the other is a stringent constraint on this alternation. Priming, both from comprehension to production as from production to production, also turned out to be an important determinant of spe. These results are highly favorable to the view that spe constitutes a competition between two constructions that may be constrained by markedness of coding, statistical preemption, and structural priming. Let us now turn to some general conclusions that can be derived from the case studies.
Conclusions
In this paper, I have proposed that morphosyntactic variation is constrained by three domain-general cognitive constraints that are assumed in Cognitive (Socio) linguistics: markedness of coding, statistical preemption, and structural priming. Then I have explored, analyzing three alternations in two languages, whether this claim is supported by empirical data. The results of these case studies suggest that, when contextual features are defined in such a fashion that they operationalize the cognitive constraints, highly predictive models of the individual alternations can be obtained. These models do not lose their predictive and explanatory accuracy when they are applied to the same phenomenon in different varieties of the same language, to a similar phenomenon in an unrelated language, or to an unrelated phenomenon in the same language.
How does this portray the notion of a Probabilistic Grammar? The case studies suggest that speakers' grammars of linguistic alternations are not merely the result of exposure to/the internationalization of (largely arbitrary) probabilistic patterns in usage. Rather, the consistency in these patterns across speakers, varieties, and languages reflect the joint action of domain-general cognitive constraints on spreading activation. In other words, if speakers of Spanish use more plural agreement with typical agents, this does not indicate that they have learned from input that this form has the higher probability in that context (e.g., Bresnan 2007) , but rather that markedness of coding increases this construction's level of activation for conceptualizations that include this type of nominal referent. Of course, speakers will still have to learn the constructions and their specific semantic details from input. Crucially, the model does not deny the influence of usage and usage patterns either; these have a profound effect on linguistic representation and encoding, particularly through statistical preemption.
In summary, this paper has illustrated how combining the methods that define Probabilistic Grammar with the theoretical tools of Cognitive Sociolinguistics leads to a psychologically plausible answer to a question that has puzzled corpus linguists, cognitive linguists, and variationists for decades: why does linguistic variation pattern the way it does? The result is a theoretical model of morphosyntactic variation that generates empirically falsifiable predictions for multiple alternations and even for multiple languages. Beyond morphosyntax, some version of these constraints may also be operative. Geeraerts (2016) , for example, makes such a claim for lexical choice. In any case, I hope to have demonstrated how Cognitive Sociolinguistics may assist Probabilistic Grammar in moving from description towards explanation.
Abbreviations acc = accusative pronoun, advp = adverbial phrase, comp = complement, imp-subj = impersonal subject, neg = sentence negation, np = noun phrase, obj = object, pl = plural, sg = singular, spe = subject pronoun expression, spp = subject personal pronoun, subj = subject
